
LET’S REVIEW TECHNIQUES IN 
THE GLASS MENAGERIE

• Setting

• Lighting

• Music

• Screen Devices

• Character Descriptions

• Symbols

• Dialogue & Stage Directions

• Flashback & Foreshadow

YOU’LL NEED TO USE THESE IN 
YOUR SCENE 8!



SETTING
The setting is described at the 

very beginning of the play, 
before Scene 1 truly begins. 

What are a few details 
about the setting? 
- Apartment

- Lower-middle class

- Alley

- Fire-escape

- Living room

- Dining room 

- Portieres (curtains) 

- Kitchenette

- Remembering events of 
winter/spring 1937



LIGHTING

Throughout the play, the stage directions 
include details about the lighting of the play. 

There are also details in the production 
notes at the beginning of the play.

• The lighting in the play is not realistic.

• “In keeping with the atmosphere of 
memory, the stage is dim. Shafts of light 
are focused on select areas or actors, 
sometimes in contrast to what is 
apparently center,” (Williams xxi).

• Other lighting elements include rose-
colored lanterns, candles, spotlight, 
and even the absence of light.

SEE YOUR SCAVENGER HUNT CHART AND THE PLAY FOR MORE EXAMPLES! 



MUSIC
During important moments of the play, the 
stage directions include music to reinforce 

the  mood. Here are some of the details:

• “A single recurring tune, ‘The Glass 
Menagerie,’ is used to give emotional 
emphasis to suitable passages.

• The tune is like circus music, not when you 
are on the grounds or in the immediate 
vicinity of the parade, but when you are at 
some distance and very likely thinking of 
something else…it weaves in and out of your 
preoccupied consciousness; then it is the 
lightest, most delicate music in the world and 
perhaps the saddest,” (Williams, xxi).

• It is primarily Laura’s music. (Victrola)

SEE YOUR SCAVENGER HUNT CHART AND THE PLAY FOR MORE EXAMPLES! 



SCREEN 
DEVICES

The purpose of these is 
to emphasize 

important moments. 

“The legend or image upon the 
screen will strengthen the effect 
of what is merely an allusion in 
the writing and allow the point 
to be made more simply,” 
(Williams xx).

SEE YOUR SCAVENGER HUNT CHART 

AND THE PLAY FOR MORE EXAMPLES! 



CHARACTER 
DESCRIPTIONS

At the beginning of the play, Williams gives us 
a brief description of each of the main 
characters. RE-READ THESE BEFORE WRITING! 
Also, look at your body bio sheets for help!

For example: 

Amanda Wingfield (the mother)

“A little woman of great but confused 
vitality clinging frantically to another time and 
place…There is much to admire in Amanda, 
and as much to love and pity as there is to 
laugh at. Certainly she has endurance and a 
kind of heroism, and though her foolishness 
makes her unwittingly cruel at times, there is 
tenderness in her slight person” (Williams xviii).

Remember, Tom is also the narrator; he 
can talk directly to the audience. 



SYMBOLS
• Who or what are these associated 

with? What do they represent?

• Blue roses

• Glass menagerie

• Unicorn

• Shoe warehouse

• Fire escape

• Movies

• Dance hall

• Moon

• Rain/storm

• Flowers

• Lighting

• Music

• Jim

• And more…

SEE YOUR SCAVENGER HUNT CHART 

AND THE PLAY FOR MORE EXAMPLES! 



DIALOGUE & 
STAGE DIRECTIONS

• Must mimic set up of play.

• Put character names in ALL CAPS. 

• Every time a new character speaks, you need to enter to a new line. 

• All stage directions should be italicized, even the opening.

• Stage directions appearing within the dialogue, throughout the script after the opening 

should also be [bracketed].

• Use dialogue and stage directions to reveal character personalities, emotions, and actions.

• Use stage directions to also describe setting, character appearance, lighting, and music.

SEE YOUR SCAVENGER HUNT CHART AND THE PLAY FOR MORE EXAMPLES! 



FLASHBACK & 
FORESHADOW

• Flashback: The entire play – Tom remembering

• Flashback: Amanda thinks back to her “good ol’ days” of 
having so many gentlemen callers.

• Foreshadow (clues/hints): Laura lets Jim hold her favorite 
glass figurine: the unicorn.      She warns him that it’s fragile, 
and he replies, “I’d better not take it. I’m pretty clumsy with 
things” (Williams 83). Three pages later, he breaks it. 

• Foreshadow (clues/hints): In Scene 7, it’s raining and the 
lights go out, and then bad things happen. 


